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ABSTRACT 
Teaching and learning computer programming is as challenging as difficult. Assessing the work of 
students and providing individualised feedback to all is time-consuming and error prone for teachers and 
frequently involves a time delay. The existent tools and specifications prove to be insufficient in complex 
evaluation domains where there is a greater need to practice. At the same time Massive Open Online 
Courses (MOOC) are appearing revealing a new way of learning, more dynamic and more accessible. 
However this new paradigm raises serious questions regarding the monitoring of student progress and its 
timely feedback. 
This paper provides a conceptual design model for a computer programming learning environment. This 
environment uses the portal interface design model gathering information from a network of services 
such as repositories and program evaluators. The design model includes also the integration with 
learning management systems, a central piece in the MOOC realm, endowing the model with 
characteristics such as scalability, collaboration and interoperability. 
This model is not limited to the domain of computer programming and can be adapted to any complex 
area that requires systematic evaluation with immediate feedback. 
 
Keywords: Teaching Assistant, Automatic Evaluation, Programming Exercises, Interoperability, Learning 
Objects, MOOC. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The evolution of e-learning in the last decades has been astonishing. In fact, e-learning seems to be 

constantly reinventing itself, finding new uses for technology, creating new tools, discovering new 
concepts. Platforms for supporting e-learning have been evolving for some years, exploring many 

approaches and producing a great variety of solutions. 
These solutions make the learning and teaching more efficient and productive, but they usually lack 

effective real-time monitoring to learning process (Henda, 2013). 
In the meantime many universities and institutions are using platforms for Massive Online Open Courses 
(MOOCs), characterised with a great diversity of topics and a huge number of enrolments. However, the 
real-time feedback is important for the effectiveness of MOOCs. We state that novice students in an e-
learning system might feel being isolated from the teachers and other students, because of the lack of 
essential interactions components in the system design (Jonas & Burns, 2013). This issue leads to a 
negative impact on the students' outcome. With well-designed synchronous virtual classrooms and 

collaborative tools it is possible to reduce this negative impact (Nedeva & Dineva, 2010). 



This issue augments when we talk about complex domains. Learning complex skills is hard. A good 
example is the computer programming domain. Introductory programming courses are generally regarded 

as difficult and often have high failure and dropout rates (Ala-Mutka, 2005), (O'Kelly & Gibson, 2006) 
and (Robins et al, 2003). Many educators claim that "learning through practice" is by far the best way to 
learn computer programming and to engage novice students (Jonas & Burns, 2013), (Eckerdal, 2009). 
Practice in this area boils down to solving programming exercises. Nevertheless, solving exercises is only 
effective if students receive an assessment on their work. Assessing the work of students and providing 
individualised feedback to all students is time-consuming for teachers and frequently involves a time 

delay. The existent tools and specifications prove to be insufficient in complex evaluation domains where 
there is a greater need to practice (Rongas & Kaarna, 2004). 

This paper presents a conceptual design model for learning environments regarding complex domains. 
Specifically, we focus on the computer programming domain. This environment uses the portal interface 
design model gathering information from a network of services such as repositories and program 
evaluators. These services will improve the responsiveness of the environment, a crucial success factor in 

massive courses.  
The design model includes also the integration with learning management systems, a central piece in the 

MOOC realm, endowing this way the model with characteristics such as scalability, collaboration and 
interoperability. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: the next section presents a brief survey on integration 
specifications such as, the digital repositories interoperability specification and the learning tools 
interoperability specification. Next, we present the conceptual model of a learning environment for a 
complex domain such as the computer programming domain. In the following section we propose a 

graphical user interface for such model focusing on the user profiles and actions, screen layout and 
implementation details. Finally, we conclude with a summary of the main contribution of this work and a 

perspective of future work. 
 
 
INTEGRATION SPECIFICATIONS 
 
The current generation of e-learning platforms values the interchange of learning objects and learners’ 

information through the adoption of standards that brought content sharing and interoperability to 
eLearning. Learning Objects (LO) are units of instructional content that can be used, and most of all 
reused, on web based eLearning systems. Despite its success in the promotion of the standardization of 

eLearning content, it is not enough to ensure interoperability, which is a major user concern with the 
existing systems. The definition of common protocols and interfaces for the communication among 
systems is also an important issue to address.  
In the last few years there have been initiatives (Leal & Queirós, 2010) to adapt Service Oriented 
Architectures (SOA) to e-learning. These initiatives, commonly named e-learning frameworks, had the 
same goal: to provide flexible learning environments for learners worldwide. Usually they are 

characterized by providing a set of open interfaces to numerous reusable services organized in genres or 
layers and combined in service usage models.  

While eLearning frameworks are general approaches for e-learning system integration, several 
authors proposed service oriented approaches specifically targeted to the LMS. In fact, there are several 



references in the literature to middleware components for LMSs integration in SOA based eLearning 
systems. Apostolopoulos proposes a middleware component (Apostolopoulos & Kefala, 2003) to address 

the lack of integration of eLearning services. In this approach the eLearning components are implemented 
as agents maintained in a local management information base, and can communicate with the agent 
manager through the SNMP protocol. Costagliola develop an architecture (Casella et al, 2007) based on a 
middleware component and use Web Services to integrate different software components and improve 
interoperability among different systems. The middleware component enables the student learning 
process traceability since it has been developed to be compliant with SCORM. Al- Smadi presents a 

service-oriented architecture (Al-Smadi & Gutl, 2010) for a generic and flexible assessment system with 
cross-domain use cases. All these approaches have in common the need of a modification of LMS for 

each specific vendor, with the implementation of a new module or building block. To the best of the 
authors’ knowledge there are no references in the literature to the use of a common standards supported 
by the major LMS vendors as a means to integrate the LMS in a service oriented network of learning 
environments. 

Other e-learning interoperabiliy initiatives (for instance, NSDL, POOL, OKI, EduSource, IMS DRI, 
IMS LTI) appeared in the last. We detail the last two ones in the following subsections. 
 
 

Digital Repositories Interoperability 
 
The IMS DRI provides recommendations for common repository functions, namely the submission search 

and download of LOs. It recommends exposing these functions as SOAP web services. Although not 
explicitly recommended, other web service interfaces may be used, such as the Representational State 

Transfer (REST). SOAP web services are usually action oriented, especially when used in Remote 
Procedure Call (RPC) mode and implemented by an off-the-shelf SOAP engine such as Axis. REST web 
services are object (resource) oriented and implemented directly over the HTTP protocol, mostly to put 
and get resources. The reason to provide two distinct web service flavours is to encourage the use of the 
repository by developers with different interoperability requirements. A system requiring a formal an 
explicit definition of the API in Web Services Description Language, to use automated tools to create 

stubs, will select the SOAP flavour. A lightweight system seeking a small memory footprint at the 
expense of a less formal definition of the API will select the REST flavour. The following paragraphs 

detail the main functions.  
 The Submit/Store function uploads an LO to a repository and makes it available for future 
access. This operation receives as argument an IMS CP compliant file and an URL generated by the 
Reserve function. This operation validates the LO conformity to the IMS Package Conformance and 
stores the LO in the internal database. To send the LO to the server we could use, in the REST flavour, 
the PUT or the POST HTTP methods. 

 The Search/Expose function enables the eLearning systems to query the repository using the 
XQuery language, as recommended by the IMS DRI. This approach gives more flexibility to the client 

systems to perform any queries supported by the repository's data. To write queries in XQuery the 
programmers of the client systems need to know the repository's database schema. These queries are 



based on both the LO manifest and its usage reports, and can combine the two document types. The client 
developer needs also to know that the database is  

structured in collections. A collection is a kind of a folder containing several resources and sub-folders. 
From the XQuery point of view the database is a collection of manifest files. For each manifest file there 
is a nested collection containing the usage reports. As an example of a simple search, suppose you want to 
find all the titles of LOs in the root collection whose author is Manzoor. The XQuery file would contain 

the data. 
 The Report/Store function associates a usage report to an existing LO. This function is invoked 

by the LMS to submit a final report, summarizing the use of an LO by a single student. This report 
includes both general data on the student's attempt to solve the programming exercise (e.g. data, number 

of evaluations, success) and particular data on the student’s characteristics (e.g. gender, age, instructional 
level). With this data, the LMS will be able to dynamically generate presentation orders based on previous 
uses of LO, instead of fixed presentation orders. This function is an extension of the IMS DRI.  
 The Alert/Expose function notifies users of changes in the state of the repository using a RSS 

feed. With this option a user can have up-to-date information through a feed reader. Next, we present an 
example of a GET HTTP request. 
 

Learning Tools Interoperability 
 

A common interoperability standard that is increasingly supported by major LMS vendors is the IMS 
Learning Tools Interoperability (IMS LTI) specification. It provides a uniform standards-based extension 
point in LMS allowing remote tools and content to be integrated into the LMS. The main goal of the LTI 
is to standardize the process for building links between learning tools and the LMS. There are several 
benefits from using this approach: educational institutions, LMS vendors and tool providers by adhering 
to a clearly defined interface between the LMS and the tool, will decrease costs, increases options for 

students and instructors when selecting learning applications and also potentiates the use of software as a 
service (SaaS).  

The LTI has 3 key concepts as shown in Figure 1 (Gilbert, 2010): the Tool Provider, the Tool Consumer 
and the Tool Profile.  

 

 
Figure 1 – The IMS LTI framework. 

 



The Tool Provider is a learning application that runs in a container separate from the LMS. It publishes 
one or more tools through the Tool Profiles. The Tool Profile is an XML descriptor that describes how a 

tool integrates with a tool consumer. It is composed by information about the tool metadata, vendor 
information, resource and event handlers and menu links. The Tool Consumer publishes a Tool Consumer 
Profile (XML descriptor of the Tool Consumer’s supported LTI functionality that is read by the Tool 
Provider during deployment), provides a Tool Proxy Runtime and exposes the LTI services.  
The IMS launched also a subset of the full LTI v1.0 specification called IMS Basic LTI. This subset 
exposes a single (but limited) destination between the LMS and the application as shown in Figure 1.  

For instance, there is no provision for accessing run-time services in the LMS and only one security 
policy is supported. Basic LTI also supports a basic security model based on the OAuth protocol. This 

protocol aims to secure the message interactions between the Tool Consumer and the Tool Provider. It 
requires a key and a shared secret to sign messages. The key is sent with each message, as well as an 
OAuth-generated signature based on the key. The Tool Provider verifies the secret based on the provided 
key and re-computes the signature and compares the recomputed signature with the transmitted signature 

to verify the sender’s credentials.  

 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
 
Typically, a conceptual model represents entities and relationships between them regarding a specific 
domain. Therefore, we present the conceptual model for the design of a computer programming 
teaching/learning environment. The aim of this conceptual model is to express the meaning of domain 
concepts and the correct relationships between different concepts. The model for the computer 
programming learning environment (CP-LE) is depicted by the UML component diagram in Figure 2 
composed by the following concepts: 

 Learning Objects Repository (LOR) to store/retrieve exercises;  

 Assessment System (AS) to evaluate students exercises 

 Learning Management System (LMS) to present the exercises to students;  

 Converter System (CS) to convert between different exercise formats; 

 

 

Figure 2 – Conceptual Model. 

 



The CP-LE has a two-fold goal: to coordinate the systems and services of this network and to interface 
with users, both teachers and students. On the LMS side the choice fell on Moodle since it is a popular 

and open source LMS, arguably the most popular LMS nowadays (Cole & Foster, 2007), (Davis & 
Wagner, 2009). This LMS has made efforts to support interoperability with other e-learning systems at 
two levels: content (e.g. IMS CP, SCORM, IMS CC) and communication (e.g. IMS LTI). Also 
successfully tests were made with Sakai LMS on this network evidencing the interoperable characteristics 

of the proposed approach. 
 

The LOR system selected was CrimsonHex (Queirós & Leal, 2013) - a software for the creation of 
repositories of programming exercises. The exercises are described as learning objects and complying 

with the IMS CC specification. The repository also adheres to the IMS DRI specification to communicate 
with other systems. Other software for repositories were analysed (e.g. Flori, HarvestRoad Hive, 
IntraLibrary) but none of them met the domain requirements for the content and communication 
interoperability and most of them follow a commercial development model. 

 
The AS system selected was Mooshak (Leal & Silva, 2003). Mooshak is an open source system for 

managing programming contests on the Web including automatic judging of submitted programs. One of 
the most important reasons for its selection was the support of web services. 

 
The CS system selected was BabeLO (Queirós & Leal, 2013). This system converts formats of 
programming exercises among systems. At the time of writing this dissertation no other system was found 
with these characteristics. 

 
The integration of the CP-LE component with the other systems must rely on content and communication 

standards. Using content and communication standards we can abstract the use of specific systems for 
each type of system. For instance, we can use on this network any repository as long it supports the IMS 

CC specification to formalize the description of programming exercises and it implements the IMS DRI 
specification for communication with other services. 
 
In this particular scenario the teacher starts by setting a number of activities in the LMS, including the 

resolution of programming exercises. To select the relevant programming exercises the teacher 1) 
searches for relevant exercises in the repository. Then, the learner 2) tries to solve the exercises set be the 

teacher using an Experimentation Environment (e.g. Eclipse IDE). The IDE 3) recovers exercises 
descriptions from the repository showing them to the student. After coding the program the learner 4) 

send an attempt to the Evaluation Engine. The Evaluation Engine 5) recovers test cases from the 
repository. The learner may submit repeatedly, integrating the feedback received from the Evaluation 
Engine. In the end, the Evaluation Engine 6) sends a grade to the LMS that records it and reports the LO 
usage data back to the repository. 

 
 

 

 



Repositories 
 

Learning objects repositories are an essential part of service oriented platforms in eLearning since they 
provide content to several types of services. The need for this kind of repositories is growing as more 
educators are eager to use digital educational contents and more of it is available. Several surveys show 

that users are concerned with issues that are not completely addressed by the existing systems, such as 
interoperability. Thus, a desired feature of a repository is the support for a standard and automatic 

communication with other systems.  
The repository used in this work was the crimsonHex. It was developed as part of the EduJudge project 

(Leal & Queirós, 2010) to act as a programming problem repository service. The Core component of the 
repository exposes the main features, both to external services, such as the LMS and the AS, and to 
internal components, respectively: the Web Manager, to allow the creation, revision, 
uploading/downloading of LO and related metadata, enforcing compliance with controlled vocabularies; 

and the Importer, to populate the repository with existing legacy repositories. 
The Core component of the crimsonHex repository provides a minimal set of operations exposed as 

web services – in SOAP and REST flavours - and based in the IMS DRI specification.  
 

Assessment Systems 
 
The purpose of a programming exercise evaluator is to mark and grade exercises in computer 
programming courses and in programming contests. By exposing its functions as services, an evaluator of 

this kind is able to participate in business processes integrating different system types such as 
Programming Contest Management Systems, Learning Management ystems, Integrated Development 
Environments and Repositories.  
 In order to formalize the definition of this service we used an eLearning framework. An eLearn-

ing framework aims to adapt SOA to eLearning providing flexible learning environments for learners 
worldwide. The new service - Evaluate Programming Exercise - models the evaluation of an attempt to 

solve a programming exercise defined as a learning object and produces a detailed report. This evaluation 
report includes information to support exercise assessment, grading and/or ranking by client systems. 

This service exposes its functions as SOAP and REST web services. The three types of request handled 
by this service are: 

 ListCapabilities - provides the client systems with the capabilities of a particular evaluator; 

 EvaluateSubmission - allows the request of an evaluation for a specific programming exercise; 

 GetReport - allows a requester to get a report for a specific evaluation using a ticket. 

More details about the definition of this service can be found elsewhere (Leal & Queirós, 2010). 
 

Integrated Development Environments 
 

Experimenting environments – environments for practicing on a learning subject to consolidate 
learning – are another type of specialized services to be integrated in learning processes. These 
environments need a user interface to interact with learners and application interfaces to be integrated on 



the learning process. In some cases they will have to be developed for specific domain, while in other 
they can be adapted from existing systems. 

Take the computer language programming domain as an example. An Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) is arguably the best place for a student to practice by solving programming exercises, 
but any tool on a CLMS will hardly be a match. Surely, an IDE lacks the features to communicate with 
other specialized services, but this shortcoming may be overcome using plugins, similar to those 
described in the previous sub-section for Moodle. 
One approach is to use rich web editors such as Ace. Ace is an embeddable code editor written in 

JavaScript. It matches the features and performance of native editors such as Sublime, Vim and TextMate. 
It can be easily embedded in any web page and JavaScript application. Ace is maintained as the primary 

editor for Cloud9 IDE and is the successor of the Mozilla Skywriter (Bespin) project. 

 
 
A GUI PROPOSAL 
 
In this section we propose a possible GUI for the learning environment. In the design of the Web 

component one of our major concerns was usability, and to promote it we followed established user 
interface design principles (Shneiderman, 1998). The main feature of the resulting design is the use of a 

single screen common to all user profiles. This type of design breaks with the traditional structure of web 
interfaces used by other systems (A. Co-Lab, 2003). To design this user interface we started with the 

identification of task and usage profiles, task objects and task actions. Then we selected a suitable 
interaction style and finally we created a screen layout. 
 
 

User Profiles and Actions 
 
At the beginning of the design process we identified the following task profiles: 

 Administrator - a person responsible for the management of the system configurations such as 
user accounts and repository settings;  

 Teacher - a person responsible for a set of activities related with the resource management such as 
the authoring of two type of resources: expository (e.g. video, PDF or HTML files) and 

evaluation resources (programming exercises) and the submission of the resources in the 
repository. The submission will be enforced to comply with controlled vocabularies defined in 

meta-data standards (IEEE LOM) and possible extensions. This class of users will also receive 
the exercises solved by students and the automatic feedback generated by the assessment system; 

 Student - a person that browses the resources and solve exercises. 

 
We assume that users will have different usage profiles. On one hand, many will be novice or first-

time users, especially among students. On the other hand, we expect some users, especially teachers and 
old students, to use it frequently, tending to become experts in its use. After the identification of users and 
usage profiles we proceeded to identify the tasks they need to perform on this interface. We clearly 
identified expository and evaluation resources as our task objects, each with a number of associated task 



actions, depending on user profiles. Task actions over resources include: viewing, downloading, solving, 
voting, sharing and commenting.   

A typical pedagogical learning process is the classroom assignment in a Computer Science course. 
For instance, when a student starts solving an exercise, the CP-LE component automatically creates a 
project. A project contains source code and related files for building a program in a specific programming 
language. Thus, a set of predefined files need to be generated for the project creation. These files are 
related with the chosen programming language.  

After the automatic creation of the project the student reads the exercise description and solves it 

in a specialized Web editor (e.g. AceEditor). The student should test the code locally by executing the 
teachers’ test cases and is encouraged to create new ones. If new test cases are created, a validation step is 

performed to verify that they meet the specification defined by the teacher in the authoring phase. After 
testing, the student should submit the solution to the Assessment System where the submission is checked 
against the complete test set provided by the teacher. The report on the evaluation returned by the AS is 
presented to the student. The student may submit repeatedly, integrating the feedback received from the 

AS. In the end of this cycle, the CP-LE component reports the exercise usage data back to the repository 
and the grade results back to the LMS. 

 
 
Screen Layout 
 
To define the screen layout we sought an interaction style balancing intuitiveness and expressiveness. We 
first considered direct manipulation of task objects. Although it provides a convenient way to select 

objects, it is not possible to map all the identified task actions to basic mouse interaction (click, point and 
drag). We found form filling adequate for entering data for the complex tasks, such as search, 
commenting and solving. Finally, we decided to blend these two interaction styles, using a form of direct 
manipulation for task object selection and form-filling for executing task actions.  
Based on this blended interaction style we defined a screen layout - a single screen with specific areas for  
task object selection and task actions. Task object selection is needed by all users, although selectable 

content depends on the user's profile, thus it can be implemented by a common tree-based control. 
Different task actions require specific forms or panels that also share a common control on the users 

interface. Since the number of task actions is comparatively small we chose a tabbed control to aggregate 
them. The tab configuration shown to users depends both on their profile and on the current task object 
selection. 
 Figure 3 shows the user interface layout of the computer programming learning environment with 
two main areas: selection on the left side and action on middle. In the selection area the user navigates 
through the repository structure to select task objects. In the action area the user executes task actions 

(e.g. view videos, solve exercises) on the selected task objects. Secondary areas in this layout are the 
header, used for authentication and registration, and the right side, used for statistics and chat.  

As a rule, all available task actions are enabled, thus helping novice users to recognise which are the 
available actions. However, some of these task actions can be executed directly over selected task  
objects without requiring additional data. In general, these task actions are meant for frequent users and 
will be bound to contextual menus on the tree-control, as well as to accelerator keys. 



 

 

Figure 3 – Screen Layout. 

 

 

Implementation 
 
The learning environment was developed using an Ajax framework to enable the implementation of the  
single screen design resulting from the last section. We selected the Google Web Toolkit (GWT), an open  
source Java software development framework that allows a rapid development of AJAX applications in 
Java When the application is deployed, the GWT cross-compiler translates Java classes of the GUI to 

JavaScript files and guarantees cross-browser portability. The framework supports also asynchronous 
remote procedure calls. This way, tasks that require high computational resources (e.g., complex 

searching within the repository) can be triggered asynchronously, increasing the user interface’s 
responsiveness. The complex controls required by the selection and action areas are provided by 
SmartGWT, a GWT API's for SmartClient, a Rich Internet Application (RIA) system.  
 The Web component is organised in two main packages: the back-end (server) and the front-end 
(client). The back-end includes all the service implementations triggered by the user interface. These 
implementations rely on the gateway class for managing the communication with the Web services.  

A single class implementing the Gateway design pattern concentrates the interaction with the core  
component.  

The integration of the pivot component in the LMS relies on the LTI specification. The basic workflow 
for using Basic LTI starts when the Teacher (or LMS administrator) adds the tool as a Basic LTI tool into 
their course structure as a resource link using the LMS control panel. The Teacher sets the URL, secret, 
and key as metadata for the resource link. When the students select the tool, the LMS uses the URL, 
secret, and key information to launch the student into the CP-LE in an iframe or new browser window. 



The CP-LE component receives a launch request that includes user identity, course information, role 
information, and the key and signature. The launch information is sent using an HTTP form generated in 

the user’s browser with the Basic LTI data elements in hidden form fields and automatically submitted to 
the external tool using JavaScript. The following is a subset of the information that the LMS (Tool 
Consumer) sends to the CP-LE (Tool Provider): 

resource_link_id=1 //An unique identifier for the resource in the LMS.  

resource_link_title= My First Exercise // Title of the resource  

resource_link_description= Description... //Description of the resource.  

user_id=2 // User identifier  
user_image=myPhoto.gif // Profile picture 

roles= Instructor,Administrator //List of one or more user roles.  
context_title=Course Fullname 101 //A title of the context (e.g. course information). 

 

All these data items are included on the POST data when a Basic LTI launch is performed. These data 
items can be used, for instance, to personalize the frontend of the tool providers. To extend these fields it 

is necessary to prefix all fields not described herein with “ext_”. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper presents a conceptual model for the design of a learning environment for the teaching and 

learning process in complex domains such as computer programming. The design model is suitable for 
integration in MOOC platforms where there are a large number of enrolments and, at the same time, a 

large number of dropouts due to lack of teacher support. The adaptation to MOOC platforms is 
guaranteed with the integration of systems that provide automatic assessment giving to the student a 

higher autonomy to proceed in the course without the need to wait for teachers' feedback. 
 The model could be adapted to other complex domains. Playing business games in management 
courses or simulating a human patient in life sciences courses, or simulating an electronic circuit in 
electronics courses are examples of complex learning domains that require the use of special evaluators. 

Currently we have Petcha (a CP-LE component) running at ESEIG - an Engineering School - with 
promising results.  

 Regarding future work we expected to include other services in this network with the inclusion of 
a plagiarism tool to avoid plagiarism and ensure good scholarly practices and a resources sequencing tool. 
Sequencing of exercises is another topic that can be explored in the future and it is closely related with 

pedagogical issues during the construction of a learning scenario. Several standards appeared in recent 
years trying to cope this topic but fail due its complexity for e-Learning systems to implement. One 

research path is to deliver exercises to students dynamically according with their profiles, knowledge 
evolution and course goals. An intended addition is a sequencing and adaptation tool to guide the student 
through a collection of expository and evaluation resources. The CP-LE component will report the 
exercise assessment to this new tool that will use it to propose the appropriate content or exercise to the 
student. 

We concluded that a pivot component integrated in the LMS is a promising approach to the task 

of coordinating a heterogeneous network of e-learning systems. The pivot component can have its own 



user interface for interaction with students, as is required for the resolution environment, that is embed in 
the LMS user interface. It can also control the invocation of remote web services, such as those exposed 

by the repository of learning objects and evaluation engine. Finally, it can summarize the activity of the 
student as a grade and report it back to the grade book of the LMS.  
Unfortunately, we must conclude also that the LMS support of LTI standard in not mature enough for 
using this approach in the near future. Most LMS vendors, and in particular those we tested, support only 
the Basic LTI. Thus, the grade reporting feature could not be fully implemented in our integration and 
validation setup. Moreover, we had to perform custom installations of both LMSs, mixing code from a 

stable distribution and code under development just to have Basic LTI.  
 A full and stable support of LTI in major LMS vendors will encourage us to implement a more 

sophisticated version of the approach described in this paper. Instead of embedding the resolution 
environment on the LMS the student should be able to use and Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE) such as Eclipse. We plan to develop an IDE plug-in to create a programming exercise resolutions 
environment. It will complement the standard code programming features of an IDE with reading exercise 

descriptions from the repository, submitting code them to the evaluation engine and displaying feedback 
to the student. In this future work we will split the coordination task among the pivot component 

integrated in the LMS and the plug-in on the IDE. Also, the LMS must communicate with a local service 
on the student’s machine (hosted on the IDE) rather than on the cloud. Still, this variant is a step towards 

to integrate in this network the best of bread for each task. 
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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
 
Assessment Systems – systems responsible for the evaluation of computer programs based on several 
evaluation models such as test cases. 

 
Learning Tools Interoperability - is a specification developed by IMS Global Learning Consortium. 
The principal concept of LTI is to establish a standard way of integrating rich learning applications (often 
remotely hosted and provided through third-party services) with platforms like learning management 

systems, portals, or other educational environments. In LTI these learning applications are called Tools 
(delivered by Tool Providers) and the LMS, or platforms, are called Tool Consumers. 

 
learning object repository-  is a type of a digital library. It enables educators to share, manage and use 
educational resources. A more narrow definition would also require that repositories implement 
a metadata standard 

 



Massive Open Online Courses: A massive open online course (MOOC) is an online course 
aimed at unlimited participation and open access through the Web. In addition to traditional 
course materials such as videos, readings, and problem assets, MOOCs provide interactive user 
forums that help build a community for students, teachers and teaching assistants (TAs). 
 
 


